Continuing Education

DESIGNING YOUR QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS) FOR RADON TESTING

A Course Designed for Canadian Building Professionals with C-NRPP Certification
Applicable to Radon Measurement and Mitigation Credentials

- This four-hour classroom course will lead the participant through the practical and essential steps required to implement a Radon QA/QC Program to fulfill C-NRPP requirements.
- Course material will build a QMS from the beginning or enhance an existing QMS.
- Participants will be able to produce a comprehensive set of procedures and forms.
- Applies to standard and analytical services for radon testing.
- Course objectives are continual improvement and customer satisfaction.

Credit Hours: 4 Hours CE Credits
Instructor: Dave Hanneson, P.Eng., M.B.A, QA Auditor

Course pending C-NRPP approval
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